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Half of Principe Del Norte, the fourth album from Norwegian producer
Prins Thomas, is the best psychedelic opus you’ll hear all year. The 100-
minute record starts off with a few simple sequencer themes and then
seamlessly descends into a wonderland of electronic texture and
psychedelic atmospherics. Then, as things start to get really good,
Thomas drops “E,” a laughably cheesy piece of disco, on our heads like a
cartoon anvil. He spends the album’s remaining forty-five minutes
mucking around with different dance styles, ultimately squashing any
chance Principe Del Norte had of succeeding as a front-to-back epic.

Lots of epics end with extended wankery. Look at George Harrison’s All
Things Must Pass, an album only slightly longer than Principe Del Norte.
It begins as a unified, deeply spiritual entity, but ends with half an hour of
everyone involved jamming in the studio. Harrison could have just ended the album with “Hear Me Lord” and
everything would’ve been fine and everyone would’ve been satisfied. Similarly, Principe Del Norte begins with all the
ingredients that contain the potential to congeal into a great, cohesive album as well. Unfortunately, without knowing
when to stop, Prins Thomas allows the record to balloon into a bloated mess that eventually bursts and leaves
nothing behind at all but disappointment.

This is exacerbated by the fact that Principe Del Norte takes a while to really get going. “A1” and “A2” (the tracks
here are named after which side of the vinyl set they occupy) are fairly generic sequencer compositions—nothing
too far off from what Tangerine Dream might have cooked up in the ‘70s. They’re not really ambient or danceable,
and it’s mostly just interesting to hear how the different sequencer melodies overlap. But Thomas expertly builds
tension between the two tracks, and by the end of “A2,” you’ll probably be pretty excited about what comes next. On
an album that doesn’t go completely off the rails, this would have been one hell of a slow-burn intro. In retrospect,
however, it’s a precursor to frustration.

And rightfully so, too: The meat of Principe Del Norte is the stretch between tracks “B” and “D.” These are the most
ambient, New Age-inspired, texturally interesting songs on the record. They’re nothing like anything else Thomas
has ever recorded, and they are fantastic examples of his talent and creativity. Unfortunately we only get 37 minutes
of this inspired, experimental work (which is more than we get from many albums, and makes complaining seem a
bit selfish) and then, of course, “E” comes in—the pin that pops the balloon.

Mind you, the dance experiments on post-“E” Principe Del Norte aren’t completely terrible—well, except for “E” itself.
“F” is basically “E” improved with a slow and graceful build. “G” is fuzzy, Balearic-inspired ambient house music,
while “H” is the sort of rugged techno you might hear blasting out of Berlin’s legendary Berghain club. All of them still
sound like Prins Thomas productions despite their confounding presence—they simply have no business being on
this album. They’re nothing but extra sugar poured on top of a tremendous record that deserved to stand on its own
merit—not act as an introduction to disappointment.
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